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METHODOLOGIES


Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 


How to improve this 


Focus on profitable growth so your future cash 


flows increase 


Give yourself breathing room: collect debtors


faster and pay creditors later 


Keep inventory and capital investment under 


control to preserve cash 


Earnings Multiple 


How to improve this 


Increase your existing earnings with higher 


sales, bigger margins or lower expenses 


Improve the quality of earnings by having


more customers and reducing concentration 


risk 


Net Asset Value (NAV) 


How to improve this 


Invest in attractive assets at prices below 


their market value 


Pay off your debts to increase the level of


equity in the business 


The bizval Pizzeria
value.me@bizval.co

Mozzarella Station,
Blouberg Circle,
Blouberg,
Cape Town,
7441,
Western Cape,
South Africa,

R 11,944,000

R 10,749,000 R 13,139,000

R 33,000,000 Between 21 and 50 Three to five years

R 0 Restaurants Africa - Southern

R 16,936,000 R 7,170,000 R 1,200,685



IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES


The DCF may be zero if your business is not currently achieving a sufficient return on capital. The earnings multiple result may be zero if your


business is loss-making. In this case, the NAV method takes into account the replacement value of your assets vs. levels of debt. 


If you are a startup and you have developed your own technology, then the traditional valuation methologies may vary significantly from what


your business is worth to the right buyer. 


If your business is growing quickly, then the DCF method is best as it gives the most credit to future cash flows rather than existing profits. 


A more mature business with steady earnings should focus on the results of the DCF and earnings multiple methodologies. 


TERMS OF USE


Access to and usage of the Bizval Services, provided by Bizval (Pty) Ltd, a company registered in South Africa (henceforth referred to as “Bizval”),


is governed by our Terms and Conditions which by using this serving you agree to. This can be viewed at (Link to full terms and conditions).


The Bizval Service is not intended to be used as the sole basis for any decision-making and is based upon data which is provided by third parties, 


the accuracy of which it would not be possible for Bizval to guarantee. Whilst Bizval aims to maintain a quality, fully operative service at all times, 


the Service and third-party services are provided on an “as is” basis without warranties of any kind, whether express or implied.


Bizval gives you no warranty or assurance about the contents of the Service. Whilst Bizval does endeavour to maintain the accuracy and the


quality of the Service, information contained may be incorrect or out of date. Therefore, any use of the Service is at your own risk



